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Charles Wysocki Americana Wall Calendar (2017)
Award-winning designer, illustrator and creative director Michael Storrings captures a lively New York City holiday scene, complete with sledding, dogs in the park and snowy fun. Michael Storrings Bow Bridge 500 Piece Puzzle and all Galison puzzles are packaged in a sturdy, matte-finish box perfect for gift giving and storage. - Package: 8 x 8
x 2" - Complete puzzle: 20 x 20" - Includes insert with information about the artist and image
Decorative painters love the charming country landscapes found in the art of American masters Grant Wood, Rufus Porter and Charles Wysocki. Their simplified styles celebrate rural America through paintings of rolling hills and farmlands dotted with sheep or old-fashioned farm houses. Now, anyone can paint these nostalgic scenes with the
easy instructions found in Painting Americana. In this book, readers learn: * Simple techniques for painting hills, farm animals, trees, barns and more that even beginners can master * How to achieve rustic effects on wood and metal surfaces * 10 unique step-by-step projects, including a Pennsylvania Dutch design on a door crown and French
country chickens on a bentwood box Stunning finished pieces make perfect gifts and family keepsakes.
Fantastic Coloring
Carver Coggins
Phat Dog Vintage Pencils Foil Stamped Puzzle
Heartland
Her Captain's Wistful Letter
Pamper your friends and family with this distinctive guest book. Featuring a four-color cover depicting one of beloved artist Charles Wysocki's vibrant Americana homes, this keepsake registry with lightly ruled pages and favorite quotations will extend a warm welcome to
every special guest.
Retired fire chief Schuyler Wallace describes and comments on the people and places he sees, sometimes critically, sometimes comically, while traveling by railroad with his wife, Carol, through the United States and Canada.
Love
An American Celebration
Severe Community Acquired Pneumonia
Snippets on Life from Our Favorite Felines
Angel Kisses
Nostalgic, color folk art depicting the American villages of yesteryear is complemented by twenty-seven traditional recipes from every section of the country and quotations about American food history and customs. BOMC Div. Homestyle, BH&G Cookbook, & BH&G Country Homes & Gardens Alt.
Jane Wooster Scott's paintings celebrate American ideals from a simpler time. Featuring charming depictions of everyday scenes from the turn of the twentieth century, this collection includes a Sunday in New England, Autumn Hayride, and Quilts of Cape Cod, as well as quotes from famous Americans on the simple truths for leading a happy, rewarding life.
Photomosaics
Learn to Draw and Paint Charming American Folk Art with a Colorful, Modern Twist
Labor Day in Bungalowville
Reflections from a Train
Hawkriver Hollow

Fans of Charles Wysocki, Mary Engelbreit, Grandma Moses, and folk art in general will fall in love with Folk Art Fusion: Americana. Featuring projects that instruct artists of all skill levels how to draw and paint subjects that include quaint homes, pretty patterns, colorful gardens, picturesque farms, beautiful birds, and textured florals, this book features American-themed folk art infused with a modern
twist. Beginning with an overview of what folk art is, followed by introductory topics like color, tools and materials, and drawing and painting techniques, Folk Art Fusion: Americana also includes 16 simple step-by-step projects done in approachable and popular mediums. Rounding out the book is a gallery of folk-art pieces sure to inspire lovers of all things Americana. Simultaneously fresh and nostalgic,
Folk Art Fusion: Americana draws on America’s rich artistic tradition and heritage and provides a fun, accessible take on creating beloved scenes from the heartland.
In over 200 glorious full-color works, Charles Wysocki portrays the joy of Early America.
1000 Piece Foil Stamped Puzzle
Christmas Eve
Folk Art Fusion: Americana
Cheer Up Farms
The Nantucket
Sandra Kuck's award-winning paintings of angelic children and lavish floral borders breathe charm and innocence into our daily life. Share with a friend or loved one the quotes and images encouraging a world of kindness in this beautifully bound hardcover that offers a glimpse of heaven through the eyes of a child.
Christopher Marley's art expresses his passionate engagement with the beautiful forms of nature. Beginning with insects and moving on to aquatic life, reptiles, birds, plants, and minerals, Marley has used his skills as a designer, conservator, taxidermist, and environmentally responsible collector to make images and mosaics that produce strong, positive emotional responses in
viewers. Marley has a brilliant eye for color and pattern in different natural objects, and he expertly captures the deep relationships among them. Biophilia (literally, "love of living things") is a must-have for nature lovers, designers, artists, craftspeople, and anyone looking for visual inspiration in the arts.
Seasons of the Heart
Angler's Eden
Painting Americana
Cat Tales
Simple Joys: The American Folk Art of Jane Wooster Scott
Fantastic Coloring features 70 of the best illustrations inspired by the internationally bestselling adult coloring book series that has sold over 500,000 copies. This distinctive collection captures the beauty of the world around us with black-and-white coloring designs by artist Steve McDonald. Including a dozen
never-before-seen artwork, and castles, jungles, cityscapes, butterflies, and more, each unique design is in his signature photo-to-illustration style. With detailed illustrations of travel destinations, natural wonders, and everyday scenes, the popular Fantastic series, which includes fan favorites likeFantastic
Cities, has delighted and inspired hundreds of thousands of artists and coloring enthusiasts to create beautiful works of art. * In a handy 10 x 10 inch size * Features 12 never-before-seen illustrations * Series has sold over half a million copies worldwide * Great for fans of Millie Marotta, Johanna Basford, and
Kerby Rosanes; and for those who lovedSecret Garden, Lost Ocean, Animal Kingdom Color Me Draw Me, andTropical World
The beloved, intricate, and vibrant Americana art of Charles Wysocki is easily recognized from his top-selling calendars, prints, and collectibles. From his countless works comes this selection of favorite paintings reflecting quaint, nineteenth-century town-and-country scenes joined by charming memories, stories,
inspirational quotes, and Scripture verses.This celebration of yesteryear is a beautiful reminder to rejoice in family, community, good times, and the everyday happenings that create memories each day. Collectors of Wysocki's work, fans of Americana art at its best, and those eager to stroll down their own memory
lane will enjoy this chance to visit the wonderful streets, towns, farms, and hillsides that gave birth to our country so many years ago.
Moving day in Amish Country
Biophilia
Old Homestead
Fun Lovin' Silly Folks
The Americana Calendar 1973
Presents twenty-five composite photographic images that unite the technology of image manipulation by computer with the art of photography, and discusses the techniques used in each
Best known for his depiction of small-town America, Wysocki brings to life the antics and adventures of the many cats that have passed through his life in this fun and frolicking full-color gift book. (June)
A Coloring Book of Amazing Places, Creatures, and Collections
Paintings
Wysocki Guest Book
Noah's Hide Out
Four Aces Flying School

Severe Community Acquired Pneumonia is a book in which chapters are authored and the same topics discussed by North American and European experts. This approach provides a unique opportunity to view the different perspectives and points of view on this subject. Severe CAP is a common clinical problem encountered in the ICU setting.
This book reviews topics concerning the pathogenesis, diagnosis and management of SCAP. The discussions on the role of alcohol in severe CAP and adjunctive therapies are important topics that further our understanding of this severe respiratory infection.
A new collection of full-color paintings, drawings, sketches, and photographs by the author of An American Celebration is accompanied by inspirational verse, depicting themes of hard work, quiet pleasures, and overall life in nineteenth-century America.
Tin Lizard Tales
Charles Wysocki's Americana
The Good Ol' Days
Patriotic Stuffy Bunch
Getting Things Ironed Out with Caruso
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